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Student Executive Board Preparing Numerous Activities 
for new year; Board staffed by Upperclassmen 
Smiling for the photographer are Student Executive 
Board members. From left: Anthony Cambria, Bob 
Smith, Linda Fritzsche, David Grandchamp, Stacey 
Salcelli, Mitch Figueroa, Jim Garcia, and Paul 
Kyan. 
By Julie Johnston 
This year's Student Executive 
Board is made up of eight 
people who have already been 
busy organizing the year's 
events. These people were hard 
at work throughout the year on 
such activities as Fall Frolic, 
Winter Spectacular, Dance 
Marathon, and the Sadie Haw-
kins Dance. 
The following is a profile on 
each person: 
Anthony Cambria, president, 
comes from Staten Island, New 
York. He is majoring in History 
with a minor in English. Cam-
bria feels that the president of 
the board must be able ' 'to 
provide leadership and a help-
ing hand to ensure the smooth 
running of the Executive 
Board" and that he is qualified 
because of his experience as a 
Resident Assistant and as a 
member of the Intramural 
Commission. 
Bob Smith, vice president, is 
a senior majoring in Commun-
ications. He comes from Min-
neapolis, Minnesota and hopes 
to ''provide a compatible at-
mosphere between the Student 
Executive Board and the stu-
dent body.'' Smith has served 
as vice president of his fresh-
man, sophomore and junior 
classes. 
Mitch Figueroa, senior, is 
treasurer of the Executive 
Board. He is majoring in 
Accounting lill-d has held the 
same position last year. ''I 
already know what work is 
entailed in this position and 
keep on going," Figueroa 
comes to Regis from Lake Park, 
Florida. 
Stacey Salcetti, junior, serves 
as secretary for the Executive 
Board. She comes from Bethes-
da, Maryland and is majoring in 
Psychology. "My goal as secre-
tary is to get more students 
involved in school politics." 
PaulRyan,directorofCollege 
Relations, is a junior from 
Chicago, Illinois. He is majoring 
in Political Science and is 
confident that he can ''help new 
· freshmen take a step in the 
right direction through various 
orientation programs and 
events. '' 
Linda Fritzsche is a senior 
and comes from Santa Barbara, 
California. She is currently 
serving as director of Commun-
ity Relations for the Executive 
Board. "My goal as director of 
Community Relations is to bring 
the surrounding community and 
the Regis community closer 
together." 
David Grandchamp, senior, 
comes from Stratford, Connec-
ticut and is majoring in Busi-
ness. As the dire·ctor of Social 
Affairs, Grandchamp believes 
that ''more active participation 
and involvement is necessary to 
a fun year." 
Jim Garcia is a senior from 
Albuquerque, New Mexico and 
is majoring iii Communications. 
He is currently serving as Chief 
Justice. "I feel that each 
student should play an integral 
part in setting forth an image 
that represents their interests 
and what they feel Regis 
College should stand for ." 
Dr. Hynes Addresses · Faculty: 
Day Enrollment Reaches 1 ,000 
house in the middle of Septem-
ber. 
THE 297 FRESHMEN come 
from 26 states. Fifty four 
percent are from Colorado, Mr. 
Teti said. Although there were 
but 86 transfer students as of 
Saturday afternoon, Mr. Teti 
anticipates that the number will 
increase to one in the 90s. 
Editor's note: Kado is a 
penname for a member of the 
newspaper staff who wishes to 
remain anonymous. Anonymity 
can be an advantage at times in 
obtaining information which is 
often not made available to 
regular reporters. 
By Kado 
Present progress and opti-
mism about the future of Regis 
was the message delivered by 
various administration and col-
lege officials at the first faculty 
meeting Saturday afternoon in 
Carroll Hall's Regis Room. 
GREETING returning and 
new faculty members with a 
brief overview of some of the 
college's recent history, Dr. 
William Hynes, academic dean 
for campus programs, an-
nounced that enrollment was 
back at the 1,000 mark, with an 
equal number in the career 
programs. 
Salaries for a faculty member 
at the first level of professorship 
now begins at .$24,500, Dr. 
Hynes explained. "In 1973 .. . 
the salary for someone just 
promoted to the full professor-
ship began at the magnificent 
sum of $14,000," he said. 
ACT scores in 1973 were 
beginning to plummet down 
into the high 18s. Today they 
are in the low 21s at Regis"-
with a commitment that we will 
continue to work to .raise them 
into the middle 24s,'' Dr. Hynes 
continued. 
Before giving the floor to the 
college President, Fr. David 
Clarke, S.J., Dr. Hynes chal-
lenged the faculty to begin a 
new "decade of excellence" by 
teaching well, serving as men-
tors, and sharing insights local-
ly and nationally through publi-
cation. 
"It's good to be with you 
people again," began Fr. 
Clarke. 
''I'm gratified with what Bill 
Hynes said about our history 
and about where we're head-
ed," he said. 
CLARKE PRAISED the spirit 
of cooperation which exists 
between the faculty and admin-
istration. "The faculty of an 
institution is its highest re-
source," he said. 
Comparing Regis with the 
state college, Clarke noted that 
Regis is fortunate that it is able 
to reflect on itself as an 
institution. Continuing appro-
priation struggles permit state 
institutions little time for this," 
he said. 
THE REGIS BOARD of Trus-
tees has mandated a long range 
planning process, which Bill 
Hynes is implementing by 
setting up groups ''to incorpo-
rate good ideas into strategies 
for the future," Fr. Clarke said. 
Fr. Clarke concluded by 
praising the faculty adivisor 
system, under the direction of 
Dr. Kay Johnson. "Our system 
is special in comparison with 
other schools and Kay Johnson 
gets most of the credit,'' he 
said. 
Preparations are underway to 
begin classes in the middle of 
October for the RECEP I and ll 
programs in one central location 
at 7500 Arapahoe Road, accord-
ing to the next faculty meeting 
speaker: Fr. Michael Sheeran, 
S.J., vice president for academ-
ic affairs. (Regis Continuing 
Education Program nr RECEP). 
FR. SHEERAN said Regis 
will use the third floor of the 
Arapahoe Plaza. The facility 
provides nine classrooms and 
will have a computer room. The 
site was chosen, Fr. Sheeran 
said, because it enables RECEP 
to use one location instead of 
three; it provides a lockable site 
which is required to begin the 
computer science minor; and 
the classrooms have adult-sized 
desks. Currently, Regis is using 
public school district classrooms 
and equipment. The Arapahoe 
Plaza site will have an open 
REGIS COLLEGE'S Blue 
Ribbon Panel on the core 
curriculum has finished its basic 
work but needs a chance to 
review the text of its report, Fr. 
Sheeran also announced. The 
text will be in the hands of the 
faculty by the end of Septem-
ber. 
Over a third of the day 
students are new this fall. Mr. 
Dominic Teti, director of ad-
missions, in his report to the 
faculty said that the number of 
new students "as of 2 p.m. 
Saturday'' is 383. This number 
includes freshmen and transfer 
students. 
"We're not like other small 
colleges grasping for anybody, ' ' · 
Mr. Teti explained. Some 1400 
applications for admission to 
Regis were processed this year, 
he said. 
At an open house last week, 
Mr. Teti said, 75 prospective 
Regis College students attend-
ed. They represented 28 local 
high schools as well as 19 high 
schools from other areas. 
Mass of Holy Spirit 
Next Thursday; An 
Ancient Tradition 
Next Thursday, the annually 
celebrated Mass of the Holy 
Spirit will be held in the Quad. 
According to Fr ; Michael 
Sheeran, S.J., vice president of 
Academic Affairs, the tradition 
of the Mass of the Holy Spirit 
began hundreds of years ago in 
the early Christian church with 
the idea that Christians look 
toward the Holy Spirit for 
knowledge, insight and wis-
dom. "It is the Spirit that 
searches everything, even the 
depth of God" (1 Cor 2:10) . 
Emerging from Pentacostal ex-
perience of the first apostles, 
the mass is celebrated even 
today not only for schools, but 
also by lawyers who called it the 
Red Mass. Fr . James M. 
Harbaugh, S.J. , professor of 
English, stated that the color 
red is worn because the signi-
ficance of Pentacost is in the 
form of flames. 
Everyone is invited to join the 
celebration. 
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Bargaining Ahead- for AAUP and Admin. 
It will be a bargaining year at 
Regis College between the 
faculty members union the 
American Association of' Uni-
versity Professors (AAUP), and 
the administration, stated Dr. 
James Riley, Regis chapter 
AAUP president, at the first 
faculty meetillg Saturday. 
Dr. Riley said the current 
contract expires in August. 
The AAUP bargaining team 
team, consisting of Dr. Riley, 
Dr. Francis Ozog, and Dr . 
Roger Martin, plan on getting 
an early start in the bargaining 
process by beginning negoti-
ations this fall instead of 
Ron Martinelli and Gai/le Smulow converse in the 
midst of Financial Clearance held last Monday and 
Tuesday. -
~.~. 
~ofo'lado ~hoe ~ompan!:J 
CL\MB\NG ANO H\K\NG BOOTS 
CROSS COUNTRY BOOTS 
Largest selection of climbing and 
hiking boots in the Rocky Mountain 
Region. Expert climbing and hiking 
and ski boot repair. 
3103 E. Colfax • Phone 355-1991 
Denver, Colorado 80206 
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waiting until the spring. 
After attending an AAUP 
conference recently at Kent 
State, Dr. Riley was able to 
compare the situation at Regis 
with other colleges. 
''Regis is really unique. This 
is a quality institution with an 
atmosphere of camaraderie I've 
seen no where else," Dr. Riley 
observed. "It is a credit to the 
chapter and the people who put 
it together . '' 
Chapter officers thfs year are 
Fr. James Richards, S.J., vice 
president; Dr. William St. John, 
secretary; and Dr. Lee R. 
Shannon, Treasurer. 
"Our goal this year is for one 
hundred percent participation 
by faculty members," Dr. Riley · 
explained. 
The agenda for the upcoming 
AAUP chapter meeting includes 
a discussion of the complicated 
process of gaining promotion 
and tenure; the Blue Ribbon 
report on the core curriculum; 
and a report on the national 
developments of the AAUP. 
Campus_ Minister Chosen 
Renovations: 
Regis welcomes a new cam-
pus minister, Ms. Christine M. 
Rossi. Her numerous responsi-
bilities will include coordinating 
conferences, workshops, and 
retreats; providing counseling 
and spiritual direction for stu-
dents; arranging speakers and 
campus activities on contem-
porary Christian issues; plan-
ning liturgical celebrations; and 
monitoring community service 
activities for student!?. 
MISS ROSSI comes to Regis 
from the Diocese of San Jose, 
where she was the Diocesan 
director of campus ministry. For 
six years, she served as the 
associate campus minister at 
Campus is Revit~lized 
by Julie Johnston, Editor 
This summer, the office of 
Physical Facilities kept quite 
busy. Under the direction of 
Mr. John Miks, director of 
Physical Facilities, the grounds 
crew worked long hours to 
prepare the campus for the 
upcoming school year. Several 
renovations were made in each 
building and in their surround-
ing grounds. The following is a 
list of the renovations: 
West 
-new carpet in the hallway on 
3rd floor . 
-recarpeted 20 rooms on 2nd 
floor 
-new furniture-beds, desks, 
chairs 
-replaced cosmetic cabinets . 
-repainted rooms on need bas1s 
DeSmet 
-carpeted 20 rooms on 4th floor 
south and RA rooms 
new entrance lounge furniture 
-new furniture-beds, desks, 
chairs 
-new closet drapes are being 
added 
en .doors on· 1st fl<,>or 
-new carpet in 3rd floor rooms, 
Fr. Miller's apartment, and all 
RA rooms 
-ceilings painted on 3rd floor 
(rooms 311-332) 
-new lounge furniture through-
out building 
-new furniture-desks, chairs, 
beds in 20 rooms 
-repainted rooms on need basis 
Main Hall 
-rewired the building to provide 
ample electrical power for fu-
.~·.· 
the University of Santa Clara in 
Santa Clara, California. She was 
also instrumental in establish-
ing a Women's Center on the 
University's campus. 
She is active in the California 
Association of Catholic Campus 
Ministers, Campus Ministry 
Women, the Catholic Campus 
Ministry Association, and on 
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps 
Board of Directors. In addition, 
she served as a Jesuit Volunteer 
working as a staff member of an 
inner-city parish for two years 
and as a full time parish 
elementary school teacher in 
Tacoma, Washington. 
ture computer use and to take 
off the heavy load on the current 
system. 
-fire detachment system com-
pleted 
-painted several offices 
-moved Personel to West Hall 
Loyola Hall 
-retiled rooms 4, 22, 25, 27, 31, 
33, 15 and the hallway 
-new desks in rooms 3, 8a, 8b, 
25, 27, 31, 33-According to 
John Miks, in the future, all the 
desks be r .. rouu• .. n 
-repainted rooms on need basis 
O'Connell 
-metal doors replaced by wood-
Almost all of the rooms in Loyola Hall were retiled 
along with the halls. Here, progress is underway on 
Loyola, room 22. 
.Miehael W. Thomas., 0.~.0. 
Family Dentistry 
Wel.come 
Back! 
5007 )_,o~\'Cll BoulcYard 
Denver, Colorado 80221 
( 30:3) 455-6833 
Fieldhouse 
-ceilings and walls repainted 
-guard rail will be painted by 
basketball season 
-gym floor finished and repaint-
ed 
-pool completely drained and 
tile cleaned 
Grounds 
-planted experimental plot on 
the east side of the Science 
Building to see' if it will stand up 
to student traffic 
-parking lots restriped and 
repainted 
Library 
-replaced lower windows with 
thermapane windows to elimin-
ate heat and air condition loss 
-installed new air condition 
system in the computer center 
to eliminate heating problems 
and computer shut-down due to 
extensive heat 
Mr. John Miks was appointed-
director of Physical Facilities 
last January. "The position has 
been rewarding challenge be-
cause it is m_aking my work fun 
again." 
Originally from Illinois, Mr. 
Miks graduated from Illinois 
University with a degree in 
Mechanical Engineering. For 
the last 15 years, he worked at 
Coors Industries in Golden, 
Colorado. The father of nine 
children, _he and his family 
reside in_ Den veL 
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~DITORIAL 
Volunteer: 
Give of Yourself 
If you aren 't going to give of yourself, of what are you going to 
give? 
Regis College has a lot to offer, ~hether you are a n~w, a trans~er, 
or a returning student . By attending classes and bern~ a full trme 
student , you will receive a quality education and you might make a 
few friends along the way. Because of finances , you may have to hold 
down a work-study job . The job might teach you a little bit more 
about Regis here, too, you may make a few friends. However, to take 
advantage of everything Regis has to offer, you must do pne 
thing-give of yourself. 
If you're a new student, much of what !ou've heard ~s about how 
much Regis can do for you. But what can you do for Regis? Everyone 
has talents, ambitions, and goals and Regis needs these. Much of the 
reputation of Regis is built of the successes of the students. There 
may be moments when you're sick o~ Y:our. r~ommate, ?verloaded 
with coursework, and lonely, but RegiS IS not JUst the Pink Palace, 
Carroll Hall the Jesuit Community, and grass. It has us. We are 
what makes ~p Regis. And as part of the collective whole, we have a 
responsibility to make it as strong as possible. 
The word ' 'responsibility'' is often linked with unpleasant words 
like " drudgery," " duty, " and "taking out trash." Yet, if we join our 
responsibility to Regis with our own inte~ests,. ?oth us ~s Will come 
out ahead. If you have any interests at all m wntmg or think y~u have 
an inkling of talent check out the Brown and Gold or Reflections. If 
you 'd like .to help other people, talk with. the staff in Campus 
Minist~. The Minorities Awareness Committee offers events and 
projects s pecially designed for the mi?o:ity st~dent. F?r those mo~e 
interested in world affairs, Pax Chnst1, the mternational Catholic 
movement for peace may be the right organization. The Ranger 
yearbook also needs ~taff people. If you have an interest ~hat is not 
represented at Regis, tell someone. Talk .to the people m Student 
Life and see if other students share your 1deas. 
There are also some selfish reasons for involving yourself with 
participation in Regis . Clubs and organizations that relate to your 
career plans look great on a job resume'. They may al~ sharpen 
your skills and make you a better worker. You may even Widen your 
interests and become competent in an area where you earlier though 
thought you had little concern. Club .involvements are also ~ood 
excuses. "I'm sorry, Carter, I'd really like to go out tomorro~ mght, 
but I'v~ got to preprare my speech for the Photograp?,ers Aga~st the 
Propagation of Amoebas for Defense Purposes rallr. They will help 
you develop your identity-to discover your true mterests. 
Perhaps you feel you don't have enough time to pursue your 
interests . As Albert Schweitzer said, ''An optimist is a person who 
sees a green light everywhere . .. while the pessimist sees only the 
stop light . .. But the truly wise person i~ coJor ~lind." F<;>llo~ your 
heart. Do what is right for you and you will be domg what IS nght for 
Regis. 
Letters to the Editor: Any letters or comments to the editors can 
be delivered to the Brown and Gold office room 211 in the Stu-
dent Center. The editors reserve the right to print or not print any 
letters received. 
.. 
Dr. Bill Hynes: 
Dean Speaks to Frosh. 
EDITOR'S NOTE : The following 
is a copy of the text of the speech 
that Dr. Hynes gave during 
freshmen orientation. 
Welcome new freshman! We 
the faculty and administration 
are happy to formally welcome 
you today. We think you will 
find us to be a college of 
character and consequence. We 
Firmly believe that you are 
particularly well-suited not only 
to expand your mental, spiritual 
and artistic horizons in a 
personally freeing manner-but 
to use your talents and educa-
tion to improve the world-to 
make it a more just and 
equitable society- A world in 
which as long as one suffers, we 
all shall suffer. 
At Regis you will be chal-
lenged to become the who that 
you are-the one that nobody 
else can be . .1\s E. E. Cum-
mings, the poet, remarked in 
his " six non-lectures" - at Har-
vard some years ago ''Nobody 
else can be alive for you .. . Toms 
can be Dicks and Dicks can be 
Harrys; but none of them can 
ever be you ... that ' s the most 
awful responsibility on Earth. If 
..you can take it, take it-and 
be." 
Dr. Hynes 
Welcome too to the parents of 
this new class! You more than 
anyone know the sacrific~s an.d 
efforts it has taken to be m this 
room. It is difficult to impait 
such to another and yet allow 
freedom for growth and choice. 
We faculty share concern and 
that process with you . . 
The human being is unlike 
any other animal for it does not 
come with all' necessary know-
ledge imprinted in its brain. It 
takes years of nurture and 
education before a human being 
can function effectively in soci-
ety. All the knowledge about 
survival, existence, culture, civ-
ilization, · government and the 
arts must be passed on each 
time anew from one another. All 
of humankind is always on the 
edge of an abyss into which it 
LETTERS~----
From the President 
On behalf of myself and the Student Senate, I would just 
like to welcome you all back to school for another year and 
take this time to extend a special welcome to the new 
incoming students. I hope you all had a pleasant summer and 
are geared up for the upcoming school year. 
The beginning of a new year represents different things to 
different people. To the seniors, it represents the last of four 
memorable years. While to the freshmen it represents the 
beginning of a whole new experience. However, in cases, 
the new year represents a fresh start and another opportunity 
to set some goals for yourself and carry them through. 
Whatever takes place during this upcoming year will 
depend on you and what you put into it. Make the most of your 
time here and most importantly, reach your academic goals. 
Secondly, get involved with what Regis has to offer whether it 
be Intramurals, clubs, Campus Ministry or any of the other 
organizations-BE PART OF IT. Good luck and if you have 
any comments, questions, suggestions or problems during the 
year feel free to contact us. 
Sincerely 
Anthony R. Cambria 
President of the Executive Board 
can slip if we fail to pass along 
the cumulative knowledge and 
learning abilities of those who 
have gone before us . 
Let me present the new 
freshman class and the parents 
of the graduates to be-to the 
faculty of Regis college. These 
faculty are here because they 
love to teach , they love to 
engage in exploring the mean. 
ing of life. They are dedicated to 
mentorship-that special mo. 
ment in which knowledge is 
discovered and shared between 
human beings. The faculty are 
here as teachers and as stu-
dents. So too the new freshman 
class is here as students and 
teachers. We will all learn and 
teach together. We will learn 
the lessons of the past and 
discover the creations of the 
future. 
Four years in which all our 
lives will be intimately inter-
twined is about to begin. In 
anticipation of this process, its 
rigors and its joys, its frus-
trations and its insights, let me 
ask that the faculty of Regis and 
the new freshmen class and 
parents of this class greet and 
salute each other with applause. 
Thank you. 
MBA Selects ~ 
New Faculty 
Dr. John Muth and Dr. Terry 
Ngo have been named as new 
faculty in the Master's Degree 
Program in Business Administra-
tion by Dr. George Goegen, direc-
tor of MBA. 
Coming to Regis from the 
University of Colorado at Den-
ver, where he has been a 
member of the business fa~:ulty 
since 1978, Dr. Muth will teach 
MBA courses in finance, money 
and banking, and international 
economics. He earned his bach-
elor of science in economics 
summa cum laude from Color· 
ado College and his master's 
degree and Ph.D. in economics 
from the University of Colorado, 
Boulder. Dr. Muth has been 
teaching courses part-time in 
Regis College Career Educa· 
tions Programs for two years. 
Dr. Terry Ngo has been 
employed as a financial econo· 
mist at Western Alarm in 
Denver. She will teach MBA 
. courses in international finance 
and economics. She earned her 
bachelor's degree in economics 
·from the University of Santo 
Thomas in Manila, her master's 
degree in economics from the 
University of Colorado, Boul· 
der, and her Ph.D. in economics 
from the University of Southern 
California. 
VOICE0vER/whatwas your first impression of Regis? 
I graduated from Regis · High 
School so I've been around here 
awhile . The atmosphere of the 
college really isn't that much 
different from that of the high 
school. 
Tim Hombs, Denver, CO 
The campus is very nice. It ' s a 
lot to take in at one time. 
-Peter Lake, Leadville , CO 
The campus is very pretty. I was 
looking at the slightly larger 
schools (2000-3000), but Regis 
is nice . My advisor seems nice 
and the people are very friend-
ly. I like it here. 
-Susan Myers , Tucson, AZ 
Regis is very nice. I like the 
smaller schools. 
-Keli McCormick, Durango , CO 
It ' s nice . We arrived from _the 
airport just in time fo~ Onen-
tation , but it's very mce froiD 
what I've seen. 
-Jo-Anne Oxner, New Jersey 
Regis COllege 
·Film Series 
Fall 83 
sept 1 
SABOTAGE 
hitchcock double feature 
(US: A Woman Alone) Alfred Hitchcock 
A saboteur cheerfully sends his wife 's kid 
brother across town , deliberately not 
telling him he's carrying a bomb concealed 
in some cans of film. We know the bomb is 
set to explode at 1:45 and tension mounts 
as the ooy (Desmond Tester) dallies along 
the way to his destination, a busy subway 
station. When at exactly 1:45 the boy is 
playing with a scene-stealing puppy on a 
bus, we breathe a sigh of relief: No director 
could get away with blowing up a small 
boy and a puppy. Or could he? 
sept 22 double-
ouR DAILY BREAD 
us 1934 76m B&W 
THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS 
When a young woman is murdered in his 
London apartment, a Canadian (Robert 
Donat) travels to Scotland to hunt down 
the spy ring that is responsible, even 
though both spies and police are after him. 
Hitchcock's most praised British picture is 
usually considered his virtuoso directorial 
achievement. 
sept 29 
IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE 
us 1947 132m B&W 
When MGM refused to finance this "social • RKO Radlo/Lib41rty 
istic treatise," writer/director Vidor rai • James Stewart, Donne Reed, Lionel 
the funds himself and took the cast Berrymore, Henry Travers, Thomes 
crew on location to the Sacramento Mitchell, Beulah Bondi, Ward Bond, 
The result is this impressive Dep Frank Fey/en, GlorJs Grshsme, H.B. 
era story of unemployed families pool Warner, Todd Karns, SamuelS. Hinds, 
their efforts to start a farming commune, Mary Treen, Frank Albertson, VIrginia 
culminating in a frenetic irrigation scene Patten, Sheldon Leonerd 
that is the film's aesthetic and technical 
high point. This honest, no-frills, ide • AAN: Best Picture, Director, Actor 
picture, Vidot's favorite, was his su<Jae,s-1 (Stewart), Screenplay, Sound, Editing 
tion for a solution to Depression econ If you don't think It isn't a wonderful life, 
ics. 
EARTH 
(Orig.: Zemlya) 
USSR 1930 57m 
Silent - English titles 
-feature 
B&W 
this is the film you must see; It is simply 
Capra's warmest and most wonderful 
ute, underscoring the small and little· 
realized joys of living. George Bailey 
(James Stewart) is near suicide but is given 
the privilege, by his guardian angel, of 
going back to see how the lives of those he 
loved would have suHered had he never 
been born. 
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Price: $1 or $1 0 season ticket 
Place: 
When: 
regis college science amphitheatre* 
thursdays, 7 p.m.** 
*november 10 - cafeteria; 
**december 8 9:30 p.m. 
for more information call458-3505 
sept8 
I"! VI! 
1!111/J/ 
J:IJJ!C/!11 
Jack Nicholson, Karen Black 
Winner of many awards including Best Picture, Best 
Director and Best Supporting Actress from the New 
York Film Critics, Jack Nicholson takes you through 
the loves and hates, triumphs and . troubles of. an 
everyday hardworking rough_neck._ He IS a mar) fl_eemg 
from his heritage and fam1ly, h1s personal failures 
and ultimately himself. 
'THE FRONT 
Martin Rill (Norma Rae) 
brilliantly recreate§. the McCarthy 
era of the so·s 1n this strong drama 
about victims of the blacklist. in his 
first dramatic role, Alien is an 
opportunist who submits the scripts 
of banned writers as his own. 
Woody creates a morally distraught (though irrepressibly funny) 
character bothered by his 
middleman prohteering. 
Director: Martin Ritt 
Cast: Qvoody Allen, Zero Mostel 
octl3 
HEARTBEAT The unconventional life style 
of the 1950's Beat Generation 1s 
portrayed in this film about the real 
lives of the bohemians immor-
talized in Jack Kerouac's On the 
Road. 
"Profoundly affecting." 
-New West 
Director: John Byrum 
Cast: Nick Nolte, Sissy Spacek. 
John Heard 
109 minutes 1979 
sept 15 
FAT CITY 
us 1972 97m Colar 
• dirJohn Huston sp&nove/Leonard 
Gardner cinConrad Hall edWalter 
Thompson desRicard Sylbert 
musMarvln Hamllsch songKrls 
Kristofferson 
• Stacy Keach, Jeff Bridges, Susan Tyrell, 
Candy Clark, Nicholas Colasanto, 
Curtis Coakes 
• AAN: Best Supporting Actress (Tyrell) 
The hazy dreams and gritty realities of 
down-and-out prize fighters in Stockton are 
the focus of this graphically realistic and 
uncompromising film by John Huston. 
Stacy Keach plays a dipsomaniac one-time 
head~iner, who feels fortunate even lo find 
his name at the bottom of boxing cards in 
obscure towns. Susan Tyrell (nominated 
for a Supporting Oscar) is his bar-fly girl-
friend, Jeff Bridges his young prot~g~, and 
Nicholas Coiasanto a pie-in-the-sky fight 
manager. Huston 's story catches the taste 
of the Stockton barrooms, gyms and fiQht 
arenas with smoky melancholia. 
oct20 
THE RULES OF THE GAME 
(Orig.: La Regie Du J~u) 
Fr 1939 108m B&W 
English subtitles 
The simple story in this film, twice includ-
ed as one of the twelve best films of all 
time by an international panel ol critics, 
concerns the coming ol collective !arming 
to a Ukrainian village. Dovzhenko, however, 
was not as interested in the plot as he was 
in his lyrically expressed belief that the 
land is the stem of man's life cycle. 
Repeated juxtaposition of rural images 
results in an overpowering effect. 
The ending, pure Car·a joy, is a Christmas-
time rescue. It restores George's faith in 
people and their good honest values and t-~~::,:,::;:=:...~-.-----.&..------n-O-V~~-t 
sense of community. 
With its mixture of farce and bitterness, 
this satire on upper-class French deca-
dence is often considered Renoir's master-
piece. His "exact depiction of the bour-
geois of our time" was not appreciated by 
the contemporary audiences, and it wasn't 
until the 1950s that complete prints 
became available once again. A mixed 
group of upper-class types assemble at the 
chateau of a wealthy man and conduct 
romantic and social intrigues that even-
tually lead to tragedy. The shallow insin-
cerity of the guests seems to be mirrored 
in the activities of the servants. 
oct 27 halloween double feature 
BEYOND A 
REASONABLE DOUBT 
us 1956 83m B&W 
• RKO Radlo/(Bert Frledlob) 
• dirFrltz Lang spDouglas Morrow 
cinWIIIIam Snyder edGene Fowler, Jr. 
musHerschel Burke Gilbert 
• Dana Andrews, Joan Fontaine, Sidney 
Blackmer, Arthur Franz, Phillip 
Bourneuf, Edward Binns, Shepperd 
Strudwick. Robin Raymond, Barbara 
INVASION OF THE 
BODY SNATCHERS 
• dirDon Siegel spDanlel Mainwaring 
storyJack Finney cinEIIsworth 
Fredericks ~dRobert S. Elsen 
musCarmen Dragon 
• Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter, Larry 
Gates, King Donovan, Carolyn Jones 
• Original theatrical version including the 
"optimistic" ending as released to the 
theatres in 1956. 
Nichols Don Siegel's sci-fi tribute to the paranoia 
Dana Andrews portrays an investigative and acquiescence of the 1950s far ?ut-
reporter who plants evidence incriminating stnps the 1979 remake of the s~me l1tle. 
himself in the murder of a stripper. His Subtle, low-keyed, and without d1stractmg 
A 
IN COLD 
BLOOD 
~ Robert Blake, Scott Wilson 
Columbia; Directed by Richard Brooks 
Black and White; 
133 minutes; 1967 
This screen play of ' Truman Capote's bestseller 
chronicles with horrifying realism the brutal murder of 
an entire family in Kansas. "One of the finest pictures 
of the year and possibly of the decade."- SATURDAY 
REVIEW. 
nov10 double feature 
REBEL 
~~WilHOUT 
A CAUSE 
THE WILD ONE 
us 1953 B&W 
• Mar/on Brando, Mary Murphy, _Robert 
Keith, Lee Marvin, Jay C. Flippen 
• The alternative ending was demanded 
by a few states which had tough 
censorship laws requiring a concrete 
punishment for crimes. 
Based on an actual incident in Hollister, 
California, this is the quintessential early 
Brande film concerning a rebellious motor-
cyclist I"What are you rebelling against?" 
"Whaddya got?"), a nice girl . a question-
able one, and a town in shambles. 
The camera work, very fine, is helped in the 
crowded long shots by the use of the 
Garutso lens, which achieved a sharp 
focus from here to breakfast. Lee Marvin, 
in the role of an aging, perennially drunken 
biker, suggests an aging, perennially 
drunken Lee Marvin. 
oint is to prove an mnocent man can be special effects, the_ f1lm convmces us that 
p · 1 d and sentenced to death. The real people are bemg replaced by extra-~~:~~P e proof of his innocence (his pub- terrestrial "pod people" who look and 
lisher and several photographs) are sud- sound like us, but are ac~ually dehuman-
denly wiped out in a fiery car crash, but the ized automatons. Some cntlcs have point-
masterful Fritz Lang, in his last American ed out the . possible allegory to the d 15 
film still has an incredible plot twist or two McCarthy penod In U.S. history, but all~· James Dean, Natalie Wood, Jim Backus ec 
. '. t · of anti-capital punish- gory or not, unearthly terror still lurks tn Warner Brothers; Directed by Nicholas Ray l~m~h~~s~m~a~s~e:rp:l:ec:e~.::::.::Jt~hi:s!te~r~ro~r-~in:;s~!!i.~=-~i'TH'irirE~rNsiJfuijf.~;;,;.;~lr...;..;..._....._ __ -:;,~~;-.._, H 1 ROSH I MA MON AMOUR dec 8 Fr-Japan 1959 91m B&w 
(Orig.: Schichi-Nin no Samurai) deC 1 English subtitles (French dialogue) 
Japan 1954 200m B&W • Zenith/Argos-Como 
Complete version-· English subtitles GRAND ILLUSION 
• dirAialn Resnals spMarguerlte Duras 
Sixteenth-century Japan was split into (Orig.: Le Grande Illusion) cinSacha Vlerny, Takahashi Mlchlo 
many warring segments; those who suf- Fr 1937 114m B&W 1 Ch 
edHenry Colpl, Jasm ne asney 
fered most were the farmers whose crops English subtitles musGeorges Delerue, Giovanni Fusco 
were pillaged by marauders from the sev- Renoir's most famous film, and one of his 
eral factions. Banding together, they finest, explores fraternity amidst warfare, 
decide to hire samurai to protect them, but and does so with cognizance of class 
they have only a little food and praise to barriers, ethnic backgrounds, and national 
give the samurai in return for their ser- allegiances. The story, according to 
vices. They therefore hire six hungry Renoir, is based on a true World War I inci-
samurai who will work ·for food and, by dent. While not the most creative or cine-
accident a mock samurai who has forged matically groundbreaking of Renoir's 
family papers to appear as samurai nobil - works . thematically it is everything the 
ity. Mifune portrays this role with great great director stood for: the humanism and 
drunken glee, but proves himself dunng interplay of sympathetic characters, eter-
the many pitched battles that follow. nal hope for mank>nd's capacity to over-
Humor, gentility and a gentle quality of come war and hatred. and the vision of 
spirituality typify . this most famous of both poet and painter. 
Kurosawa's films. 
• Emmanuele Riva, Eiji 011ada. Stella 
Dassas. Pierre Barbaud, Bernard 
Fresson 
• AAN : Best Screenplay 
Resnais and Duras deserve equal credit fo 
this poetic " new wave" film of love 
lust, the latter meant as repayment 
French girl to a survivor of the Hires 
bombing to symbolize repayment for 
tragedy - >t least this is how she 
tempts to rationalize her action. What 
is really up to is something more 
~P~a~g~e~6~T~H~E~B~R~O~VV~N~AN~D~G~O~LD~2T~h~u~rs~d~a~y~,~S~ep~t~e~m~b~e~r~l~,~l!9~83:_ ___________________________________________________________________________ _ 
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ORIENTATION: An Introduction to the Ways of the Ranch 
> 1•.- ' 
Both new and returning students are welcomed back to the new school year by a banner in the Student 
Center. 
Following the orientation meeting, an anticipatory mass is held. 
Fr. David Clarke, S.J., president of Regis College, greets the 
new students and parents. 
Freshman Susan Myers talks with her new academic advisor, Dr. John Kane. 
/Jean for Student Life, D1·. Stephanie Wernig, explains the role of her 
department in the development of students. 
It is 3:30p.m. on Saturday, August 27, 1983. The 
1983-84 Regis College Freshman Class and new 
transfer students have assembled in the depths of 
the Dining Hall. The hall is filled with the slightly 
apprehensive eyes of freshmen trying to hide behind 
a facade of overconfidence. Parents dot the expanse 
of students with looks of "I'm so proud of my baby. 
He 's going to love college. I remember when ... " 
alternating with threats of "That Stephanie Wemig 
is going to hear from me if my baby comes home at 
Christmas wearing a toga and a Mohawk.'' 
Orientation starts with opening remarks from Paul 
Ryan Director of College Relations . Instantly, the 
eyes ~fall the parents soften as they look at the nice, 
respectably dressed student in fi:ont of them. No 
Mohawk, the hair is a natural-looking brown and ~e 
is wearing no visible leather save perhaps on h1s 
feet. This kid has got to be okay. 
Mr. Walter Imhoff is the firl)t to be introduced. 
Mr. Imhoff is a Regis alum and a member of the 
Board of Trustees. Parents prick up their ears in 
aitention, honored to be in the company of such a 
distinguished and successful gentleman. ~he. n~w 
students silently moan and slouch almost mslgmf-
icantly in their chairs. Impatient half-smiles form on 
their faces at Mr. Imhoff's jokes that one must be 
over 40 appreciate. Mr. Imhoff begins a statement, 
"Education is important . .. " Instantly, the word 
important acts as a springboard . for the real 
important aspects of college-beer: mdependence, 
skiing, parties, camping ... and t~e list goes on. 
Ryan then introduces Fr. DaVId ~- Clarke, S.J., 
president of Regis College. (Ryan mtroduce~ e~ch 
speaker as if to console the parents that therr ki~s 
may too retain some taste and manner.) _H1s 
marmer is friendly, congenial, and welcommg. 
''College is like a three-legged stool," he say~. "The 
first leg being the student, the second bemg thd 
college itself including the faculty, ~taff an 
administrators and the third being the family· ~hef 
one leg goes , we all know what happens. ~ 
personally never found three-legged stools to be 
that stable' anyway, but I guess the just adds to the 
simile.) · 
Next, Fr. Carl Kloster, S.J. attempts to ~swed 
the age-old question of "Who are the Jesmtsf~ 
why are thev here?" After a brief breakdown ° ~le 
structure of the Catholic church, he succeeds 0 Y 
in whetting the curiosity. However, his assu~~~ 
that the Jesuits are a "corporate group, rea Y 
serve" is a very rtice and reassuring thought. 
The always entertaining the original Dr. 
Stephanie Wernig, dean for Student Life, is the next 
to speak. While trying to tell parents that their 
children are going to change, she consoles them with 
the thought that these changes are a normal part of 
maturing. Students are going to be asking questions 
about themselves-" Am I a competent person?" 
(Will I be able to get a date for the Welcome Back 
Dance?" "Will I be able to manage my emotions?" 
(Will I be able to resist flushing my roo~ate',~ 
life-size poster of John Elway down the toilet? 
"Who am I?" (I wonder if I can borrow Muffy's 
cashmere sweater to make a good impression on my 
date tonight?) 
Mr. Domenic Teti, Director of Admissions, stands 
to demonstrate his uncanny mathematical skills. ''If 
54% of Regis freshmen come from Colorado, then 
what percentage comes from places other than 
Colorado?'' Mr. Teti correctly answers 46% . Second 
question. "If 62% of the transfer students come 
from Colorado, what percentage comes fi:om places 
other than Colorado?" Again, Mr. Tetl correctly 
answers 38%. 
Mr. Teti alsb springs some major news on t~e 
crowd. For the first time in the fifteen years Regis 
has been a co-educational institution, the new 
student population population is made up of .mo~e 
women than men. Of course, the male populatiOn IS 
more than elated at this news, although Mr. Teti 
deduces that if enrollment at Regis is any indication, 
women must be taking over the world. The female 
population is more than elated at this news. 
"We are standing on the edge of an abyss," says 
Dr. William Hynes, dean for Campus Programs. 
There's always something about being on the edge 
of an abyss that's so depressing. An abyss suggests 
that if one mistake is made, it's all over. But on a 
three-legged stool, even if one leg is weak, the fall 
isn't quit as long (unless the stool is perched on the 
edge of an abyss.) . 
The last speaker, Dr. Kay Johnson: Acade~1c 
Advisor, introduced the freshmen adVIsors. Wtth 
each name called several new students turned and 
looked desperately for their new advisor ~s if their 
lives depended on the sighting. For a mmute, the 
need to recognize the people who are about to 
become an important part oftheir lives overcame the 
need to look cool and reassured. It's nice to know 
that even freshmen are human. 
together at the re . New and old carne ceptton following orientation. 
Dr. Bill Hynes, dean for Campus Programs, speaks with new student Keli McCormick. 
.. 
Students wait to complete the last step of orientation -financial clearance. 
I ~ 
I . I < ' 
I 
I 
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Internship Program Wants Students 
Auditions for "The Frogs" 
Tuesda~ VVednesday 
THE WORD most commonly 
used to describe Experiential 
Education is "invaluable . " 
Through both Experiential Ed-
ucation programs, Field Ex-
perience and Internships, stu-
dents are able to explore 
different fields before making a 
final decision on their career. ''Shall I say one of the unusual things, master. The sort of 
thing the audience always laughs at?" 
.The Field Experience Pro-
gram is open to all freshman 
through senior students who are 
beginning to explore different 
careers . They are able to 
sample one or several fields 
before making an educational 
commitment to one career. 
The theater season will soon 
begin with another unusual yet 
interesting play called ''The 
Frogs' ' written by Aristophan-
es, Burt Sondheim, and Ste-
phen Shevelve. The play prom-
ises to capture it's audience . 
ACCORDING to Fr. Seibert 
the ~essage of the play is very 
pertment to today's society. 
Most humans, today, are like 
frogs always stuck in the mud. 
He further explained with this 
analogy: " it 's like eating a 
cheeseburger in the Snackbar 
watching General Hospital 
everyday." The play pleads to 
the audience to get moving and 
celebrate life and that the 
theater can help them to do so. 
Sitting on the stage door steps 
is Fr. Gary Seibert, S.J. 
The play, itself, is really two 
plays in one. The first half 
describes the journey of Diony-
sus, the god of theater , down to 
the Underworld in quest for a 
poet . Ironically, he meets two of 
the greats., Shakespeare and 
Bernard Shaw. The second half 
includes a public contest be-
tween Shakespeare and Shaw. 
Fr. Seibert added, ' 'you have to 
NEW 
APARTMENT 
FOR RENT 
• 1 or 2 person 
occupancy 
• 2 bedroom, 
unfurnished 
• $300 per month 
includes all 
utilities 
• Behind Busy Bee 
Laundry 
CALL 
458-9913 
ASK FOR 
BONNIE 
Xanthius, from "The Frogs" 
see the play to find out who 
wins" . 
AUDITIONS for the play, 
"The Frogs" , will be held next 
Tuesday and VVednesday at 6 
p .m . Cold readings , acting 
exercises, and singing tryouts 
will be on the agenda. People 
are also needed to help with the 
technical functions of the thea-
ter. 
Aside from the preparation of 
the play, Fr. Seibert has been 
quite busy renovating the the-
atre in the O'Sullivan Center. 
Building is underway for a new 
costume room and rehearsal 
room. The main theater has 
been changed into a stadium 
type style with the stage in the 
people. 
CAR CARE 
SPECIALS 
WITH THIS AD 
TUNE UP 
Most4or6 
cylinder cars 
$2495 
Plus Parts 
Install plugs, set timing, adjust car~ 
buretor and idle speed and test cylinder 
balance. (Conventional ignition extra). 
. TO PARTICIPATE, students 
must be recommended by the 
appropriate department or di-
vision for entrance. At least 80 
hours in a semester of on-the-
job experience must be acquir-
ed. During the semester on the 
job, students are required to 
keep a journal of their obser-
vations and experiences, fulfill 
specific learning objectives and 
complete job activities as out-
lined in their learning contract. 
The decision regarding financial 
compensation is determined by 
the employer. 
The Internship Program is 
HIGH 
ALTITUDE 
ADJUSTMENT 
w/sun computer 
and paper readout 
FALL SPECIAL 
011 & Filter Change ONLY $1695 
Up to 5 qts. Chevron 10-40 
Pickups and 4-wheel drives extra 
We feature Atlas tires, batteries, 
and car care accessories 
North Federal 
Chevron Service 
4975 Federal Blvd. • 458-7716 
Chevron 
=== 
BUSY BEE 
"The Friendly One" 
m1, ~ 
MAYfAG rft11 LAUNDRY 
4922 Lowell Blvd. 
458-9913 
• DROP OFF SERVICE 
• ATTENDANT ON DUTY ALL THE TIME 
• RUG & SLEEPING BAG WASHER AVAILABLE 
• FRIENDLY HOMELIKE ATMOSPHERE 
ALSO SELF SERVICE 
46 WASHERS 42 DRYERS 
designed for juniors and seniors 
who have chosen majors to 
provide them with on-the-job 
experience in their career field. 
For many participants, intern-
ships provide helpful contacts 
for future employment. 
TO RECEIVE three hours of 
academic credit , students must 
work a minimum of 90 hours a 
semester. Internships are avail-
able in all majors and, again, 
the decision regarding remun-
eration is left up to the 
employer. 
Senior Carla Elfeld completed 
her Computer Programmer In-
ternship with the Denver Bron-
cos over the summer. "This 
internship is marvelous learn-
ing experience for me and will 
provide valuable preparation for 
entering the computer science 
field," said Elfeld. "I am 
programming in COBOL on an 
IBM System 34 and applying 
computer languages I have 
learned in college classes to 
real-life situations on the job." 
"DURING MY INTERNSHIP 
in international banking at 
United Bank of Denver, I 
worked in five international 
banking departments: account-
COMPUTERS 
and 
SOFTWARE 
ing, operations, customer serv-
ice , letters of credit, and wire 
services or transactions," said 
Mark Grogan, senior business 
and Spanish major. " I reported 
directly to the Vice President 
and Manager of International 
Banking. After completing the 
internship, I decided that inter-
national banking would be an 
ideal way to utilize my educa-
tional background and experi-
ence.'' 
Dr. Donald Cerrone, M.D. is 
a Regis alum 1957 and has 
sponsored several intt!rnships. 
''I never had an opportunity for 
an internship when I was a 
pre-med student at Regis Col-
lege, so I have enjoyed helping 
two students who wanted first-
hand experience in the medical 
profession. '' 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
that have hosted Experiential 
Education students include 
AMC Cancer Research/Ball 
Brothers Aerospace, Colorado 
State Legislature , Feyline, KOA 
Radio, Mountain Bell, and St. 
Joseph Hospital. 
For more information, contact 
Lynne Montrose, Director of 
Cooperative Education. 
ESK COMPUTER $ 7 .1 9- 00 
FRANKLIN ACE 1000 $ B 19. 00 
APPLE I Ie PLEASE CALL 
CONTROLER CARD 
80 COLUMN CARD 
BREEN SCREEN MONI START AT 
COLOR TV START AT 
$ 49.00 
$ 89.00 
$ 115.00 
• 269.00 
$ 375.00 EPSON RXBO 
DISK DRIVES START AT 
GEMINI lOX 
PRINTER VIP CARD 
ESK disks SSDD &hard box 
Please Call 
$ 299.00 
$ 99.00 
$ 19.89 
Professional teachers aide $ 35.00 
Halt dtlivtry available plus 8.1 X tax 
PRICES AND STOCK AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO DISTRIBUTOR 
Disk Protection Systtl available 
CALL 
451-1567 
287-7841 
WEEKENDS 
466-3222 
457-1571 
Ser~'ice offered 
FRANKLIH ~ RPPLE~ESK <TM) 
MEESTER and ASSOCIATES 
BUSBY 
-...:I--
LIQUORS 
Your friendly store 
iust down the block at 
4900 Lowell Blvd. 
455-4531 
Cut out for 15 r;, discount on all 6-packs 
beer and pop 
Call for keg orders 
Hours : 
Mo n .-Thurs. 10 am-10 pm 
Fri. & Sat. 10 am-11 :30 pm 
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THE BROWN AND GOLD 
WELCOMES EVERYONE 
BACK 
TO THE RANCH 
RETURNING STUDENTS 
AND NEWCOMERS 
The Brown and Gold is seeking a~l . persons interested in 
working for the paper. News, Features, and Sports reporters 
are needed. Photographers are also needed. There will be a 
general meeting for all interested persons next Thursday, 
August 8th in· the Brown and Gold office, STC 211, at 4:30 
p.m. 
It's not too late to subscribe to the Brown and Gold. Write 
home to your parents via the Brown and Gold. Subscribe today 
by filling out the card below and returning it to the Brown and 
Gold office. Ke.ep your parents informed for an entire year for 
only $10. 
... .,. - ..... . _ . 
Yes, I have enclosed my check or money order to THE 
BROWN AND "GOLD for $10 for 26 issues. 
NAME ________________________ _ 
ADDRESS ____________________ __ 
CITY _________ STATE,_. _______ ZIP ________ .::____ 
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX: 
CURRENT PARENT 
ALUMNI [Class of 
PLEASE RETURN PREPAID SUBSCRIPTIONS TO: 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
REGIS COLLEGE 
50th & LOWELL BLVD. 
DENVER, COLORADO, 80221 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E 
RANGERS B fi I R D , s 5 7 0 
VISITORS 
.s c p R E c fi R D 3 6 0 
No Football Here 
The school year begins again . On most college campuses . this 
means that it is time for football . This doesn 't apply here at Reg1s . If 
you are new to the school this may be a surprise. But the lack ?f 
football at Regis has no bad effects , there has been football at ]teg1s 
in the past , but that was a long, long time ago . The b~st teams were 
in the twenties . The quality of the other sports .at Reg1s today covers 
up the fact that we do not have football . 
FOOTBALL SEASON here at Regis finds us in the middle of 
soccer ®d volleyball. Both of which are very success_ful sports here 
at the ranch . These teams look forward to an avid participation from 
the student body of Regis. You may not be familiar with either .of 
these sports or at least not as familiar as you are with football. But of 
course in England soccer if football , both of these sports are as 
equally, if not more exciting than football is . 
The only way to find out is to go out to the games and s~e for 
yourself. If you're into sports I can guarantee that you will be 
pleased with the excitement found in college soccer and volleyball. 
As part of the recent campus renovations t~e gym flo~r was 
repainted and refinished. As can be seen by the ptcture a fine Job was 
done. 
I LOOK FORWARD to seeing large audiences at soccer and 
volleyball games this season. Both of the teams open up at home 
next week, the soccer team plays St. John's Univ. on Tuesday, Sept. 
6 at 3:00 p.m. and the volleyball team has a double header on 
Thursday, Sept. 8, beginning at 5:00p.m. 
Men's Tennis: 
.Aarons Named New Coach 
SPORTS EVENTS 
Saturday, September 3, 2:00p.m. The soccer team 
takes on Metropolitan St. College at Metro St. 
Tuesday, September 6, 3:00p.m. The soccer team 
takes on St. John 's Univ. At Regis. 
Thl.lrsday, September 8, 5:00 p.m. The Regis 
voll_eyball team entertains New Mexico Highlands 
Univ. and Rockmont College at 8:00p.m. 
Harold Aarons has been 
named coach of the men's 
tennis team. He replaces Jim 
Brunetti, who coached the team 
in 1983. 
COACH AARONS, a native of 
Denver, is currently the boys' 
tennis coach at Wheat Ridge 
High School and the teaching 
pro at the Bear Creek Tennis 
Club in Lakewood. He also 
conducts a tennis program at 
the Countryside Recreation 
Center in Westminster. 
He began his tennis career at 
George Washington High 
School, where he was an 
All-City player in doubles and 
ranked third in the state. He 
received a B.A. degree in En-
glish from Tulane University in 
New Orleans and was a member 
of the University's nationally-
ranked tennis team. Coach 
Aarons earned a master's de-
gree - from the University of 
Missouri in 1970. 
AARONS began his coaching 
career at Ranum High School, 
where he taught both boys and 
girls, before accepting the post 
at Wheat Ridge. 
"We are very pleased to find 
someone with Harold's back-
ground in tennis, " Mr. Dittman 
athletic director, commented. 
''I believe he has the necessary 
ingredients to build a solid 
tennis program at Regis.' ' 
WELCOME BACK TO REGIS! 
HOURS: PIZZA DELIVERY HOURS: 
Monday-Thursday, 10:00-9:00 
Friday & Saturday, 11 :90-10:00 
Sunday, 3:00-8:00 IT AllAN FEAST 
Monday-Thursday, 4:00-9:00 
Friday, 4:00-10:00 
Saturday, 3:00-10:00 
Sunday, 3:00-8:00 
2921 W. 38th Avenue • Denver, Colorado 
477-1078 
Homemade Italian Style Pizza- Not Like A East Food Pizza Service 
Pound For Pound A Better Pizza 
Home Style with our own rich sauce and Royal 
Gourmet Thick Crust. Not a fast food pizza at 
all! 
DINE IN, TAKE OUT OR 
FREE DELIVERY 
r---------------------, 
Buy One-Get One 
FREE! 
Buy 16" Italian Feast-Special (Combination) 
Get 12" Cheese Pizza FREEl 
WE DELIVER FREEl 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
Coupon cannot be used with 
any other coupon or specials. 
Coupon expires: 10115183 
ITALIAN FEAST 
2921 West 38th Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 
477-1078 
L------~---------------
WE ALSO SERVE & FREE DELIVER 
(3 or more) 
• Italian Style -Sub Sandwiches 
• Sausage and meatball subs 
• Cold & Hot Subs 
• Desserts 
• Soft Drinks 
---------------------, 
1/2 PRICE PIZZA! 
Buy One At Regular Price 
Get 2nd For 1/2 Price 
Of Equal Or Lesser Size & Toppings 
WE DELIVER FREE/ 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
Coupon cannot be used with 
any other coupon or specials. 
Coupon expires: 10115183 
ITALIAN FEAST 
2921 West 38th Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 
477-1078 
----------------------1 
Special Pizza Offer For Students Only 
FREE Drink with Every Pizza Order 
Permanent Policy for Regis Students, who ask 
for a FREE soft drink when ordering pizza. 
Free drink with or without coupon (no cash 
discounts) 
______________________ , 
$2 OFF 
16" pizza with two or 
more toppings 
OR 
$1 OFF 
any pizza with two or 
more toppings 
WE DELIVER FREE/ 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
Coupon cannot be used with 
any other coupon or specials. 
coupon expires: 10115183 ITALIAN FEAST 
2921 West 38th Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 
477-1078 ..J L--------------------~ . ""W'\• ._. ~"-'-ri- ;,~,.,.\' ""W' ~..._ 4 ~"",. ~ . ...,. ~.;o'o ..,. '"'" ~ ~,. 
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Volleyball Team Sees Challenges 
The 1983 season figures to pose a number of · 
challenges for Coach Margie Mara and this year's 
edition of the Regis College volleyball team. 
FffiST OF ALL, Coach Mara is faced with the 
unenviable task of replacing two-time N AlA 
All-American hitter Dana Westover. Perhaps the 
best volleyball player to come through Regis since 
the inception of the program in 1977, 
Westover led the NAIA District jun~or hitter from Colorado . 
VIT last year in blocks, kills and Sprmgs, and Sandi Middlemist 
kill efficiency. In addition to her a 5'9" senior hitter, also fro~ 
two national awards, Westover Colorado Springs. 
was also named ta the Rocky TWO SOPHOMORES who 
Mountain Athletic Conference saw limited action last year but 
team for the fourth straight according to Coach Mara hav~ 
year, the All-District VII team imp~ove~overthe off-sea~on by 
for the third consecutive year, playmg m USVBA competition 
and to three All-Tournament will play major. roles in th~ 
teams including the NAIA Na- success of this year's squad. 
tional Tournament unit. They are Lisa Joharmingmeier 
Departing along with West- a 5'8" hitter from Fort Collins' 
over were NAIA Academic and Karin Moore, a 5'9" hitte; 
All-Americans Nancy ~iacDon- from Evergreen. 
nell and Roseanne Smith, as Coach Mara has a strong crop 
well as All-RMAC players Jane of new recruits on this year's 
Wille and Sylvia Sich. club, led by blue-chip freshman 
THE 1982 SQUAD enjoyed an Denene Jacovetta, and senior 
outstanding season, posting a walk-on Kerri Connelly. Jaco-
32-18 overall record (which was vetta, a 5'3" setter/hitter from 
later adjusted to 18-32 due to Brighton High School in Brigh-
forfeits incurred because of a ton, was an All-Conference and 
misinterpretation of NAIA eli- All-State selection last year and 
gibility rules) , finishing second should move right into a 
at the Fort Hays-Wendy's Clas- starting role on the Regis 
sic , and hosting the NAIA squad. Connelly, a 6' middle 
National Tournament, where hitter from Arvada, starred for 
the Rangers finished seventh the Regis basketball team dur-
amongthe 16 competing teams. ing the past two years and will 
So with half of her team and join the volleyball squad while 
nearly all of her starting lineup she finishes her academic re-
lost to graduation, Coach Mara quirements. Connelly was the 
has every right to view the 1983 Most Valuable Player in the 
season as a building year . All-State Tournament at the 
Instead, she sees her club as completion of her career at 
one of the teams to beat when Arvada West High School. 
the District VII competition OTHER TOP recruits include 
reaches its peak this fall . freshmen: Jill Fetters, a 5'6'' 
"I THINK we'll be one of the setter from Cheyenne Mountain 
top contenders in the District High School in Colorado 
again this year," Coach Mara Springs; Karen Wieser, a 5'9" 
said. "Talent-wise, we have as hitter from Aurora Central High 
much as anyone. But at this School in Aurora; Mary McCul-
point it is still unproven talent." Iough , a 5 ' 10 \12 " middle hitter 
Coach Mara's hopes for a from Fort Collins High School .in 
successful '83 campaign center Fort Collins; Camille Meyer, a 
around the return of a few key 5' 7" hitter from St. Mary's 
players and a number of Academy in Englewood ; Kathy 
promising young recruits. Cochran, a 5'8" hitter from 
Junior Shelley Caceres, a 5'6" Middle Park High School in 
setter from Colorado Springs, Granby; Rosey Casey, a 5'8" 
has been in the Regis starting hitter from Holy Family High 
lineup for the past two years School in Denver; - Karen 
and led the District in assists , Higel , a 5'4" setter from 
aces and digs last season . Northglenn High School in 
Caceres will be counted on for Northglenn; Barb Moscoco, a 
leadership, as will veteran 5'6" setter/hitter from Arvada 
players Anne VanMatre, a 5'9" High School in Arvada; and 
OPENING 
TUESDAY, SEPT. 6 
YOUR HIGH PERFORMANCE SKI 
SHOP IS HAVING A BACK TO REGIS 
SPECIAL 
• 20-40% off Atomic and Dynamic Skis 
• 30% off Dachstein Boots 
• Big discounts on bindings, cloting, and 
accessories. 
' FIRST 5 STUDENTS IN THE DOOR GET A FREE 
STONE GRIND WITH A REGULAR TUNE-UP. 
REG. VALUE $25.00 
The volleyball team practices during a volleyball officials conference held at Regis over the past 
weekend. The team prepares for the home opener against N.M. Highlands Univ. a week from today. 
They will also face Rockmont College the same day. 
·Robin Butterfield, a 5'8" hitter 
from Aurora Hinkley High 
School in Aurora. Rounding out 
the 1983 volleyball team is 
Christina Stark, a 5'7" sopho-
more from Buena Vista who 
attended Regis last year but 
was not a member of the 
volleyball team. 
This season will mark the first 
that Regis will not compete as a 
member of the Rocky Mountain 
Athletic Conference. Therefore, 
the team 's goal will be to win 
the N AlA District VII and 
advance to the Nationals for the 
second straight year. 
"PERSONALLY, I'm glad we 
have gone independent , '' 
Coach Mara said. "It cuts down 
on a lot of the long trips and 
we'll still be able to play good 
competition out of the state, 
such as Kearney State (NE) and 
Bethel College (KS). " 
Mara sees traditional powers 
Metropolitan State and 
Southern Utah State as two of 
the top teams in the District, 
but added that Eastern New 
Mexico has an ' 'up-and-com-
ing'' program and that Regis 
College should be right in the 
thick of the District race. The 
Rangers will also square off 
against a formidable slate of 
NCAA Division II and ID teams, 
led by Continental Divide Con-
ference powers Colorado Col-
lege , Air Force Academy and 
the University of Northern 
Colorado. 
Soccer Team Roster Includes 
13 Freshmen, 4 Upperclassmen 
With 13 freshmen and just 
four upperclassmen on the 
roster, to say that Coach 
Marcelo Curi has a young 
soccer team this year would be 
something of an understate-
ment. 
collegiate Soccer League select-
ion a year ago, and forward 
Mike Montgomery, a Second 
Team All-League selection who 
ranked seventh in the NAIA 
with 18 in 13 games . 
The Rangers finished the '82 
season with a 4-9 overall record 
and a 2-4 RMISL mark. Curi 
feels his team can improve on 
that effort if the chemistry 
among his new players is right . 
COACH CURl'S for a suces-
sful 1983 campaign will rest 
heavily with the return of 
fullback John Campbell, the 
team captain who was a First 
Team Rocky Mountain Inter-
"WE HAVE at least four 
recruits that I'm expecting very 
DATE' 
Sept.B 
Sept. 9-10 
Sept. 13 
Sept. 14 
Sept. 17 
Sept.20 
Sept. 23 
Sept. 24 
Sept. 27 
Sept. 30-
Oct. 1 
Oct. 4 
Oct. 6 
Oct. 7-8 
Oct. 10 
Oct.ll 
Oct. 14-15 
Oct. 18 
Oct. 19 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 22 
Oct. 25 
Oct. 28 
Oct. 29-30 
~ Nov. 1 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 1983 
OPPONENT 
N.M . Highlands 
Rockmont Co. 
Regis Invitational 
at Metro 
Mesa at Metro 
at Colo. Co. 
at Kearney St. 
U.S. Air Force 
So. Utah at Mesa 
at Mesa 
So. Utah at 
West. St. 
at Western St. 
Mines 
Bethel 
Invitational 
at U.S. Air Force 
Western St. 
at Metro Tournament 
Colo. Co. 
Bradley Univ. 
at Mines 
at Colo. Co. Trn. 
U.N.C . 
atD.U . 
at U. ofS. Colo. 
at Co. of Santa Fe 
N.M. Highlands 
U. ofS.Colo. 
Rockmont Co . 
D.U. 
Metro 
at Premier Trn. 
at U.N.C. 
TIME 
5:00p.m. 
8:00p.m. 
ALLDAY 
5:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
T.B .A. 
7:00p .m. 
5:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
5:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
ALLDAY 
5:30p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
A..LLDA'l 
3:00p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
ALLDAY 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
3:00p.m. 
T.B.A. 
5:00p.m. 
8:00p.m. 
4:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
ALLDAY 
7:00p.m. A 
big things from," the sixth-
year coach said. "In addition, 
we have two strong returners in 
Campbell and Montgomery, so 
the success of the season will be 
based on how the rest of the 
team comes along.'' 
Along with Campbell and 
Montgomery. Curi ' s returning 
players include senior Bill 
Baldwin, junior Tony 
Diacomo and sophomores Nick 
Roman and Seyavash Mahvi. 
THE COACH has a promising 
group of recruits, led by junior 
Tim Rudge, a transfer from 
Creighton University , and 
freshman D. J . Ruder from 
Green Mountain High School, 
John ·Pacheco from Overland 
High School and Ted Utzinger 
from Wheat Ridge High School. 
Rudge is a midfielder while 
Ruder and Pacheco are for-
wards . Utzinger, a goalkeeper, 
will try to fill the void created by 
two-time All-American Jeff 
Basler. 
The remainder of Curi's 
recruits includes: Eric Brother 
from Overland High School, 
Christopher Foegen from Regis 
Jesuit High School, Greg Kan-
cir from Columbine High 
School, Kevin Kerwin from 
Regis Jesuit High School, 
Michael Kuzniar from Uni-
versity of Detroit High School, 
Greg Lee from Gateway High 
School, Pat Montgomery from 
Lincoln High School and Chris 
Preli from Overland High 
School. 
THE RANGERS will open the 
'83 season on Saturday, Sep-
tember 3, at Metro State. The 
first home contest will be on 
Tuesday, September 6, against 
St. John's University from 
Minnesota. The schedule is 
highlighted by an October 6-7 
trip to Tulsa, Oklahoma for the 
Getty Invitational. In just its 
second season, the tournament 
is already recognized as one of 
the premier college soccer 
tournaments in the nation. 
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Fast ... Free 
Delivery™ 
All Pizzas Include Our 
Special Blend of Sauce 
and 1 00% Real Cheese 
Our Superb 
Cheese Pizza 
12" Cheese $4.40 
16" Cheese $6.60 
The Price Destroyer"' 
A dynamite combination 
of 9 carefully selected and 
portioned toppings. 
Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham 
Beef, Mushrooms, Onions 
Green Peppers, Black Olives 
and Green Olives. 
12" Price Destroyer"' $ 8.65 
16" Price Destroyer"' $12.35 
Additional Items 
Pepperoni 
Mushrooms 
Ham 
Onions 
Green Peppers 
Green Olives 
Black Olives 
Sausage 
Ground Beef 
Pineapple 
Jalapenos 
Anchovies 
Extra Thick Crust 
Extra Cheese 
Extra Sauce (free) 
12" item $ .85 
16" item $1.15 
Regular Crust 
Cheese 
1-item 
2-items 
3-items 
4~items 
5-items 
12" 16" 
$4.40 $ 6.60 
$5.25 $ 7.75 
$6.10 $ 8.90 
$6.95 $1 0.05 
$7.80 $11.20 
$8.65 $12.35 
Coke: Quarts $1.00 
20¢ Service charge on 
checks. $10.00 Checkrite 
fee for all returned checks. 
Prices do not include tax. 
Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00. 
Umlted delivery area. 
©1983 ·Domino's Pizza Inc. 
Domino's Pizza is giving 
away a free plastic cup 
and lid! Order a cola with 
your pizza and we'll give 
you something to re-
member us by. The 
colorful Domino's Pizza 
cups a generous 32 
ounces and comes with 
its · own lid. Made of 
durable plastic, it is dish-
washer safe and reusable. 
You'll want to collect a 
dozen! 
Take advantage of this 
special offer, good while 
supplies last. No coupon 
necessary. 
Call Us! 
N.W. Denver 
2917 W.38th Ave. 
458-Q567 
Starting Sept. 5th 
Open for Lunch 
11 :OOam - 12am Mon.-Thurs. 
11 :OOam- 1 am Fri.-Sat. 
11 :OOam -11 pm Sun. 
.· 
'· 
